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Melokai (ITHOTM Book 1) - Rosalyn Kelly
2017-10-10
Game of Thrones meets Kushiel’s Dart set in a
ruthless land ruled by women. Legendary
warrior Ramya has successfully ruled as Melokai
for longer than most. Prosperous, peaceful, and
happy, her people love her. Or so she thinks.
Ramya’s time is up. Bracing herself for the
gruesome sentence imposed on all Melokais who
have served their purpose, she hears instead a
shocking prophecy. Is the abrupt appearance of
a mysterious, eastern cave creature the
prophesied danger? Or is it something darker,
more evil? And what of the wolves? Will the
ferocious war with their kind oust her from
power? Suddenly Ramya must fight threats from
all sides to save her mountain realm. But while
her back is turned, a conspiracy within her inner
circle is festering. Ramya and her female
warriors must crush an epic rebellion before it
can destroy her and devastate her beloved
nation. She thinks it’s the end, but it’s just the
beginning... If you love elaborate fantasy worlds
and deep worldbuilding, perilously high stakes,
magic, brutal battles, intrigue, and unique
creatures and beings, then Melokai, Book One of
the grimdark, epic fantasy trilogy In the Heart of
the Mountains by Rosalyn Kelly, is for you. Dark
and gritty adult fantasy. For fans of George R. R.
Martin, Mark Lawrence, Anna Stephens and Joe
Abercrombie.
The Boy on the Bridge (Extended Free Preview) M. R. Carey 2017-02-14

Kushiel's Dart - Jacqueline Carey 2002-03-15
A nation born of angels, vast and intricate and
surrounded by danger... a woman born to
servitude, unknowingly given access to the
secrets of the realm... Born with a scarlet mote
in her left eye, Phédre nó Delaunay is sold into
indentured servitude as a child. When her bond
is purchased by an enigmatic nobleman, she is
trained in history, theology, politics, foreign
languages, the arts of pleasure. And above all,
the ability to observe, remember, and analyze.
Exquisite courtesan, talented spy... and unlikely
heroine. But when Phédre stumbles upon a plot
that threatens her homeland, Terre d'Ange, she
has no choice. Betrayed into captivity in the
barbarous northland of Skaldia and
accompanied only by a disdainful young warriorpriest, Phédre makes a harrowing escape and an
even more harrowing journey to return to her
people and deliver a warning of the impending
invasion. And that proves only the first step in a
quest that will take her to the edge of despair
and beyond. Phédre nó Delaunay is the woman
who holds the keys to her realm's deadly secrets,
and whose courage will decide the very future of
her world. Not since Dune has there been an
epic on the scale of Kushiel's Dart-a massive tale
about the violent death of an old age and the
birth of a new. It is a novel of grandeur,
luxuriance, sacrifice, betrayal, and deeply laid
conspiracies. A world of cunning poets, deadly
courtiers, deposed rulers and a besieged Queen,
a warrior-priest, the Prince of Travelers,
barbarian warlords, heroic traitors, and a truly
Machiavellian villainess... all seen through the
unflinching eyes of an unforgettable heroine. At
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From the author of USA Today bestseller The
Girl With All the Gifts, a terrifying new novel set
in the same post-apocalyptic world. Once upon a
time, in a land blighted by terror, there was a
very clever boy. The people thought the boy
could save them, so they opened their gates and
sent him out into the world. To where the
monsters lived.
Hellstrom's Hive - Frank Herbert 2010-08-24
America is a police state, and it is about to be
threatened by the most hellish enemy in the
world: insects. When the Agency discovered that
Dr. Hellstrom's Project 40 was a cover for a
secret laboratory, a special team of agents was
immediately dispatched to discover its true
purpose and its weaknesses—it could not be
allowed to continue. What they discovered was a
nightmare more horrific and hideous than even
their paranoid government minds could devise.
First published in Galaxy magazine in 1973 as
"Project 40," Frank Herbert's vivid imagination
and brilliant view of nature and ecology have
never been more evident than in this classic of
science fiction. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Queen Bees and Wannabes - Rosalind Wiseman
2002
BESTSELLER - BASIS FOR THE POPULAR
MOVE "MEAN GIRLS".
All I Want for Christmas Is You - Mariah Carey
2015-11-10
Mariah Carey's classic Christmas song is now
featured in a one-of-a-kind picture book that will
have readers of all ages singing all season long!
Mariah Carey's "All I Want for Christmas Is
You", one of the bestselling and most beloved
songs of all time, brings Christmas joy to
countless listeners of all ages every year. And
now its classic lyrics will bring that same holiday
spirit to readers of all ages in this one-of-a-kind
picture book about a young girl whose greatest
Christmas wish is for a new puppy! Full of
festive December moments with family, friends,
presents, and of course, Santa Claus—and
featuring lively yuletide illustrations alongside
the complete song lyrics—All I Want for
Christmas Is You will become a cherished part of
your family's Christmas traditions for many
years to come. Includes a special Christmas
letter from Mariah to her fans! "All we want for

Christmas is this!" —USA Today "All we want for
Christmas is Mariah Carey's new book!" --People
Magazine "All I Want For Christmas Is You is the
gift that keeps on giving." --Entertainment
Weekly
Fellside - M. R. Carey 2016-04-05
In the aftermath of a devastating fire, a prisoner
is offered one chance at redemption in this
haunting supernatural suspense from the author
of USA Today bestseller, The Girl With All the
Gifts. Fellside is a maximum security prison on
the edge of the Yorkshire Moors. It's not the
kind of place you'd want to end up. But it's
where Jess Moulson could be spending the rest
of her life. It's a place where even the walls
whisper. And one voice belongs to a little boy
with a message for Jess. Will she listen? Lose
yourself in Fellside, M. R. Carey's chillingly
atmospheric tale of addiction, revenge, and
redemption.
Songs of Earth and Power - Greg Bear
2018-04-17
Music, myth, and magic mix—in this two-volume
fantasy masterpiece by a New York
Times–bestselling author that is a “joy to read”
(Publishers Weekly). Hugo and Nebula
Award–winning author Greg Bear explores the
power of music to open a portal between worlds
in this pair of brilliantly imagined fantasy novels.
The Infinity Concerto: Following the instructions
of a virtuoso composer—whose controversial
Concerto Opus 45 is actually a song of
power—young poet Michael Perrin passes
through a gateway between Earth and the Realm
of the Sidhedark, where faeries reign by rule of
magic, and Michael’s epic journey begins . . .
The Serpent Mage: After five years trapped in
the Realm of the Sidhedark, Michael has
returned home to Los Angeles. But the song of
power has weakened the veil between the
human and fairie worlds, and the Sidhe have
followed him to the other side . . .
In the Beginning...Was the Command Line Neal Stephenson 2009-10-13
This is "the Word" -- one man's word, certainly -about the art (and artifice) of the state of our
computer-centric existence. And considering
that the "one man" is Neal Stephenson, "the
hacker Hemingway" (Newsweek) -- acclaimed
novelist, pragmatist, seer, nerd-friendly
philosopher, and nationally bestselling author of
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groundbreaking literary works (Snow Crash,
Cryptonomicon, etc., etc.) -- the word is well
worth hearing. Mostly well-reasoned
examination and partial rant, Stephenson's In
the Beginning... was the Command Line is a
thoughtful, irreverent, hilarious treatise on the
cyber-culture past and present; on operating
system tyrannies and downloaded popular
revolutions; on the Internet, Disney World, Big
Bangs, not to mention the meaning of life itself.
The Girl With All the Gifts - M. R. Carey
2014-06-10
In the ruins of civilization, a young girl's
kindness and capacity for love will either save
humanity -- or wipe it out in this USA Today
bestselling thriller Joss Whedon calls "heartfelt,
remorseless, and painfully human." Melanie is a
very special girl. Dr Caldwell calls her "our little
genius." Every morning, Melanie waits in her
cell to be collected for class. When they come for
her, Sergeant keeps his gun pointed at her while
two of his people strap her into the wheelchair.
She thinks they don't like her. She jokes that she
won't bite, but they don't laugh.
Voices - David Elliott 2019-03-26
★★★★ FOUR STARRED REVIEWS! ★★★★ Kirkus
Best Book / Publishers Weekly Best Book /
TheWall Street Journal Best Book Bestselling
author David Elliott explores how Joan of Arc
changed the course of history and remains a
figure of fascination centuries after her
extraordinary life and death. Joan of Arc gets the
Hamilton treatment in this evocative novel. Told
through medieval poetic forms and in the voices
of the people and objects in Joan of Arc’s life,
(including her family and even the trees, clothes,
cows, and candles of her childhood), Voices
offers an unforgettable perspective on an
extraordinary young woman. Along the way it
explores timely issues such as gender, misogyny,
and the peril of speaking truth to power. Before
Joan of Arc became a saint, she was a girl
inspired. It is that girl we come to know in
Voices.
The Dollhouse Family - Mike Carey
2020-10-13
On Alice’s sixth birthday, her dying great-aunt
sent her the birthday gift she never knew she
always wanted: a big, beautiful 19th-century
dollhouse, complete with a family of antique
dolls. In no time at all, the dollhouse isn’t just

Alice’s favorite toy...it’s her whole world. And
soon, young Alice learns she can enter the house
to visit a new group of friends, straight out of a
heartwarming children’s novel: the Dollhouse
family. But while the Dollhouse family welcomes
her with open arms, in the real world, her family
life is becoming much more complicated...and
deep within the Dollhouse’s twisting halls, the
Black Room waits, with an offer to Alice. The
house can fix all this, the Black Room says. All
she has to do is say the words... From there
unfolds a twisty, surreal, multigenerational
horror tale that echoes into centuries past, into
Alice’s tormented future, and into the beating
heart of the madness that makes up our
world...literally. Collects The Dollhouse Family
#1-6.
The Devil You Know - Mike Carey 2007-07-10
Author of The Girl With All the Gifts Mike Carey
presents the first book in his hip supernatural
thriller series featuring freelance exorcist Felix
Castor. Felix Castor is a freelance exorcist, and
London is his stomping ground. It may seem like
a good ghostbuster can charge what he likes and
enjoy a hell of a lifestyle, but there's a risk:
sooner or later he's going to take on a spirit
that's too strong for him. When Castor accepts a
seemingly simple ghost-hunting case at a
museum in the shadowy heart of London, what
should have been a perfectly straightforward
exorcism is rapidly turning into the Who Can Kill
Castor First Show, with demons and ghosts all
keen to claim the big prize. But that's business
as usual: Castor knows how to deal with the
dead. It's the living who piss him off.... The Felix
Castor NovelsThe Devil You KnowVicious
CircleDead Men's BootsThicker than WaterThe
Naming of the Beasts By the same author,
writing as M. R. Carey: The Girl With All the
Gifts Fellside The Boy on the Bridge
Eve - Anna Carey 2011-10-04
The first book in Anna Carey’s chilling Eve
trilogy, Eve is perfect for fans of The
Handmaiden’s Tale. After a deadly virus wiped
out most of Earth's population, the world is a
terrifying place. Eighteen-year-old Eve has
grown up isolated from the rest of the destroyed
world in an all-girls school. But it isn’t until the
night before her graduation that she discovers
what her duties will be once she graduates. To
avoid the horrifying fate that awaits her, Eve
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flees the only home she’s ever known. On the
run, she encounters Caleb, a rough, rebellious
boy living in the wild. Eve knows she shouldn’t
trust him, but he slowly wins her
confidence…and her heart. He promises to
protect her, but when soldiers begin hunting
them, Eve must choose between true love and
her life. Eve is the first book in Anna Carey’s
trilogy, full of romance, adventure, sacrifice, all
set in a near future that is both wonderfully
strange, and chillingly familiar.
Someone Like Me - M. R. Carey 2018-11-06
A naïve divorced mother of two faces the darkest
parts of herself in this heart-stopping thriller
from the author of USA Today bestseller, The
Girl With All the Gifts. Liz Kendall wouldn't hurt
a fly. Even when times get tough, she's devoted
to bringing up her two kids in a loving home. But
there's another side to Liz---one that's dark and
malicious. She will do anything to get her way,
no matter how extreme. And when this other
side of her takes control, the consequences are
devastating. Love her or hate her: there are two
sides to every story... For more from M. R.
Carey, check out:The Girl With All the
GiftsFellsideThe Boy on the Bridge By the same
author, writing as Mike Carey: The Devil You
Know Vicious Circle Dead Men's Boots Thicker
Than Water The Naming of the Beasts
The Fall of Koli - M. R. Carey 2021-03-23
'WHAT A FANTASTIC ENDING. WHAT A
TREMENDOUS ACHIEVEMENT. A GORGEOUS,
BORDERLINE FLAWLESS TRILOGY' Seanan
McGuire M. R. Carey's Rampart Trilogy is 'an
epic post-apocalyptic fable' (Kirkus), set in a
future where nature has turned against us. Now,
in the breathtaking final chapter, the world that
was lost comes back to haunt those who
survived - as Koli's journey comes to its
astonishing close. Praise for the Rampart
Trilogy: 'CAPTIVATING' Kirkus 'GRIPPING,
ENGAGING AND ABSOLUTELY WORTH THE
TIME IT TAKES TO BURROW YOURSELF INTO
ITS REALITY' Seanan McGuire
'MARVELLOUSLY EXPANSIVE AND
CLAUSTROPHOBICALLY MENACING'
Publishers Weekly 'AN EXCITING POSTAPOCALYPTIC COMING-OF-AGE TRILOGY'
Shelf Awareness 'TOLD IN AN ENCHANTING,
CONFESSIONAL FIRST-PERSON, WE'RE WITH
KOLI ALL THE WAY' Daily Mail 'INGENIOUS'

Helen Marshall 'THE BEST THING I'VE READ
IN A LONG TIME' Joanne Harris 'ASTONISHING
STORYTELLING POWER . . . HEARTBREAKING
CHOICES, AND SINCERITY LIKE AN ARROW
TO THE HEART' Locus The Rampart Trilogy:
The Book of Koli The Trials of Koli The Fall of
Koli Also by M R Carey: The Girl With All the
Gifts The Boy on the Bridge Fellside Someone
Like Me
Anne of Manhattan - Brina Starler 2021-06-01
L. M. Montgomery’s classic tale, Anne of Green
Gables, gets a romantic, charming, and hilarious
modern adaptation, set in New York City. After
an idyllic girlhood in Avonlea, Long Island, Anne
has packed up her trunk, said goodbye to her
foster parents, Marilla and Matthew, and moved
to the isle of Manhattan for grad school.
Together with her best friend, Diana Barry, she’s
ready to take on the world and find her voice as
a writer. When her long-time archrival Gilbert
Blythe shows up at Redmond College for their
final year, Anne gets the shock of her life. Gil
has been in California for the last five
years—since he kissed her during a beach
bonfire, and she ghosted him. Now the
handsome brunette is flashing his dimples at her
like he hasn’t a care in the world and she isn’t
buying it. Paired with the same professor for
their thesis, the two former competitors come to
a grudging peace that turns into something so
much deeper…and sexier than either intended.
But when Gil seemingly betrays her to get
ahead, Anne realizes she was right all
along—she should never have trusted Gilbert
Blythe. While Gil must prove to Anne that
they’re meant to be together, she must come to
terms with her old fears if she wants a happilyever-after with the boy she’s always (secretly)
loved.
Grit - Angela Duckworth 2016-05-03
In this instant New York Times bestseller,
Angela Duckworth shows anyone striving to
succeed that the secret to outstanding
achievement is not talent, but a special blend of
passion and persistence she calls “grit.”
“Inspiration for non-geniuses everywhere”
(People). The daughter of a scientist who
frequently noted her lack of “genius,” Angela
Duckworth is now a celebrated researcher and
professor. It was her early eye-opening stints in
teaching, business consulting, and neuroscience
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that led to her hypothesis about what really
drives success: not genius, but a unique
combination of passion and long-term
perseverance. In Grit, she takes us into the field
to visit cadets struggling through their first days
at West Point, teachers working in some of the
toughest schools, and young finalists in the
National Spelling Bee. She also mines
fascinating insights from history and shows what
can be gleaned from modern experiments in
peak performance. Finally, she shares what
she’s learned from interviewing dozens of high
achievers—from JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon to
New Yorker cartoon editor Bob Mankoff to
Seattle Seahawks Coach Pete Carroll.
“Duckworth’s ideas about the cultivation of
tenacity have clearly changed some lives for the
better” (The New York Times Book Review).
Among Grit’s most valuable insights: any effort
you make ultimately counts twice toward your
goal; grit can be learned, regardless of IQ or
circumstances; when it comes to child-rearing,
neither a warm embrace nor high standards will
work by themselves; how to trigger lifelong
interest; the magic of the Hard Thing Rule; and
so much more. Winningly personal, insightful,
and even life-changing, Grit is a book about what
goes through your head when you fall down, and
how that—not talent or luck—makes all the
difference. This is “a fascinating tour of the
psychological research on success” (The Wall
Street Journal).
The Naming of the Beasts - Mike Carey
2018-07-10
Author of The Girl With All the Gifts Mike Carey
presents the fifth book in his hip supernatural
thriller series featuring freelance exorcist Felix
Castor. They say the road to Hell is paved with
good intentions, but if you ask Castor, he'll tell
you there's quite a bit of arrogance and reckless
stupidity lining the streets as well. He should
know. There's only so many times you can play
both sides against the middle and get away with
it. Now, the inevitable moment of crisis has
arrived and it's left Castor with blood on his
hands. Castor drowns his guilt in cheap whiskey,
while an innocent woman lies dead and her
daughter comatose, his few remaining friends
fear for their lives, and there's a demon loose on
the streets. But not just any demon---this one
rides shotgun on Castor's best friend's soul, and

can't be expelled without killing him. Looks like
Felix Castor's got some tough choices to make,
because expel the demon he must---or all Hell
will break loose. Felix Castor series: The Devil
You Know Vicious Circle Dead Men's Boots
Thicker Than Water The Naming of the Beasts
By the same author, writing as M. R. Carey: The
Girl With All the Gifts Fellside The Boy on the
Bridge
The Loney - Andrew Michael Hurley 2015-03-12
THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP 10 BESTSELLER.
WINNER OF THE 2015 COSTA FIRST NOVEL
AWARD. THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS BOOK
OF THE YEAR 2016. A brilliantly unsettling and
atmospheric debut full of unnerving horror - 'The
Loney is not just good, it's great. It's an amazing
piece of fiction' Stephen King Two brothers. One
mute, the other his lifelong protector. Year after
year, their family visits the same sacred shrine
on a desolate strip of coastline known as the
Loney, in desperate hope of a cure. In the long
hours of waiting, the boys are left alone. And
they cannot resist the causeway revealed with
every turn of the treacherous tide, the old house
they glimpse at its end . . . Many years on,
Hanny is a grown man no longer in need of his
brother's care. But then the child's body is
found. And the Loney always gives up its secrets,
in the end. 'This is a novel of the unsaid, the
implied, the barely grasped or understood,
crammed with dark holes and blurry spaces that
your imagination feels compelled to fill'
Observer 'A masterful excursion into terror' The
Sunday Times
Solutions for Cold Feet and Other Little
Problems - Carey Sookocheff 2018-10-02
What do you do when you're missing a shoe?
When you're caught in the rain? Or when your
ice cream melts? Solutions for Cold Feet is a
sweet and gently humorous look at practical and
creative answers for all the little daily problems
in one young girl's life, including her exuberant
and pesky dog. Will her dog, who starts out as a
problem, end up as solution?
Girls Running - Melody Fairchild 2020-08-11
Running can shape a young athlete in healthy,
positive ways for the rest of her life. Girls
Running offers the guidance and tools girls need
to thrive on their running journey, right from the
start. With straight talk on training, physiology,
menstruation, sports nutrition, a winning
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mindset, body image issues, gear, team-building,
and competition, Girls Running educates and
empowers young runners to achieve their
potential and love running more. Inspired by
high-school phenom Melody Fairchild’s
groundbreaking running journey, and with the
coaching insight from Fairchild and coauthor
Elizabeth Carey, Girls Running is a valuable
toolkit for middle- and high-school runners.
Backed by science, research, and over 100,000
miles of experience, this resource answers the
most timely and sensitive questions that girls
face when their bodies change and the miles
increase. Girls, parents, and coaches will see
ways to navigate puberty, mental health, eating
disorders, and the pressures of competitive
running. Girls Running is a go-to guide for
everything girls need to know to run better—and
love the journey while doing it!
The Tooth Fairy - Graham Joyce 1998-12-15
Presents a coming-of-age story that follows an
ordinary boy named Sam--and the unearthly
being only he can see--from childhood to
adolescence
Can't Take That Away - Steven Salvatore
2021-03-09
"A charming, inspired story about being true to
who you are." - Phil Stamper, bestselling author
of The Gravity of Us An empowering and
emotional debut about a genderqueer teen who
finds the courage to stand up and speak out for
equality when they are discriminated against by
their high school administration. Carey Parker
dreams of being a diva, and bringing the house
down with song. They can hit every note of all
the top pop and Broadway hits. But despite their
talent, emotional scars from an incident with a
homophobic classmate and their grandmother's
spiraling dementia make it harder and harder
for Carey to find their voice. Then Carey meets
Cris, a singer/guitarist who makes Carey feel
seen for the first time in their life. With the rush
of a promising new romantic relationship, Carey
finds the confidence to audition for the role of
Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of the West, in the
school musical, setting off a chain reaction of
prejudice by Carey's tormentor and others in the
school. It's up to Carey, Cris, and their friends to
defend their rights--and they refuse to be
silenced. Told in alternating chapters with
identifying pronouns, debut author Steven

Salvatore's Can't Take That Away conducts a
powerful, uplifting anthem, a swoony romance,
and an affirmation of self-identity that will ignite
the activist in all of us.
The Girl With All the Gifts - M. R. Carey
2015-04-28
The USA Today bestseller Melanie is a very
special girl. Dr Caldwell calls her "our little
genius." Every morning, Melanie waits in her
cell to be collected for class. When they come for
her, Sergeant keeps his gun pointing at her
while two of his people strap her into the
wheelchair. She thinks they don't like her. She
jokes that she won't bite, but they don't laugh.
The Girl With All the Gifts is a groundbreaking
thriller, emotionally charged and gripping from
beginning to end.
Ghost Wood Song - Erica Waters 2020-07-14
Sawkill Girls meets The Hazel Wood in this lush
and eerie debut, where the boundary between
reality and nightmares is as thin as the veil
between the living and the dead. If I could have
a fiddle made of Daddy’s bones, I’d play it. I’d
learn all the secrets he kept. Shady Grove
inherited her father’s ability to call ghosts from
the grave with his fiddle, but she also knows the
fiddle’s tunes bring nothing but trouble and
darkness. But when her brother is accused of
murder, she can’t let the dead keep their
secrets. In order to clear his name, she’s going
to have to make those ghosts sing. Family
secrets, a gorgeously resonant LGBTQ love
triangle, and just the right amount of creepiness
make this young adult debut a haunting and
hopeful story about facing everything that
haunts us in the dark.
Into the Woods - John Yorke 2014-05-29
An analysis of the fundamental narrative
structure, why it works, the meanings of stories,
and why we tell them in the first place. The idea
of Into the Woods is not to supplant works by
Aristotle, Lajos Egri, Robert McKee, David
Mamet, or any other writers of guides for
screenwriters and playwrights, but to pick up on
their cues and take the reader on a historical,
philosophical, scientific, and psychological
journey to the heart of all storytelling. In this
exciting and wholly original book, John Yorke not
only shows that there is truly a unifying shape to
narrative—one that echoes the great fairytale
journey into the woods, and one, like any great
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art, that comes from deep within—he explains
why, too. With examples ranging from The
Godfather to True Detective, Mad Men to
Macbeth, and fairy tales to Forbrydelsen (The
Killing), Yorke utilizes Shakespearean five-act
structure as a key to analyzing all storytelling in
all narrative forms, from film and television to
theatre and novel-writing—a big step from the
usual three-act approach. Into the Woods: A
Five-Act Journey into Story is destined to sit
alongside David Mamet’s Three Uses of the
Knife, Robert McKee’s Story, Syd Field’s
Screenplay, and Lajos Egri’s The Art of Dramatic
Writing as one of the most original, useful, and
inspiring books ever on dramatic writing. Praise
for Into the Woods “Love storytelling? You need
this inspiring book. John Yorke dissects the
structure of stories with a joyous enthusiasm
allied to precise, encyclopedic knowledge.
Guaranteed to send you back to your writing
desk with newfound excitement and drive.”
—Chris Chibnall, creator/writer, Broadchurch
and Gracepoint “Outrageously good and by far
and away the best book of its kind I’ve ever read.
I recognized so much truth in it. But more than
that, I learned a great deal. Time and again,
Yorke articulates things I’ve always felt but have
never been able to describe. . . . This is a love
story to story—erudite, witty and full of practical
magic. I struggle to think of the writer who
wouldn’t benefit from reading it—even if they
don’t notice because they’re too busy enjoying
every page.” —Neil Cross, creator/writer, Luther
and Crossbones “Part ‘how-to’ manual, part
‘why-to’ celebration, Into the Woods is a widereaching and infectiously passionate exploration
of storytelling in all its guises . . . exciting and
thought-provoking.” —Emma Frost,
screenwriter, The White Queen and Shameless
Empty World - John Christopher 2015-05-12
Moving to a small village with his grandparents
after a devastating accident, Neil endures a
terrible plague that kills the world's adults, an
event that compels him to make a treacherous
journey to London in search of other survivors.
By the author of the Tripods trilogy.
Simultaneous and eBook.
The Book of Koli - M. R. Carey 2020-04-14
"A captivating start to what promises to be an
epic post-apocalyptic fable" (Kirkus), The Book
of Koli is the unforgettable story of a young boy

struggling to find his place in a world where
nature itself has turned against humanity.
Everything that lives hates us... Beyond the walls
of the small village of Mythen Rood lies an
unrecognizable landscape. A place where
overgrown forests are filled with choker trees
and deadly seeds that will kill you where you
stand. And if they don't get you, one of the
dangerous shunned men will. Koli has lived in
Mythen Rood his entire life. He believes the first
rule of survival is that you don't venture too far
beyond the walls. He's wrong. For more from M.
R. Carey, check out:The Girl With All the
GiftsFellsideThe Boy on the BridgeSomeone Like
Me By the same author, writing as Mike Carey:
The Devil You Know Vicious Circle Dead Men's
Boots Thicker Than Water The Naming of the
Beasts
An Apple for the Creature - Harris Kelner
2012-08-30
Charlaine Harris and Toni L. P. Kelner have
selected the best of a rare crop of supernatural
and urban fantasy stories from some of the
greatest writers in the school, including a brand
new Sookie Stackhouse story.
Blackbird - Anna Carey 2014-09-16
From the author of the Eve trilogy comes the
breathless story of a girl racing to figure out
who she is—and how to stay alive. When a
nameless girl wakes up on the subway tracks,
she knows only one thing for sure: people want
her dead. Can she find them before they track
her down? This pulse-pounding contemporary
thriller is perfect for fans of The Maze Runner,
The Darkest Minds, and Legend. Things I Know
Are True: I am in Los Angeles I woke up on the
train tracks at the Vermont/Sunset station I am a
teenage girl I have long black hair I have a bird
tattoo on the inside of my right wrist with the
letters and numbers FNV02198 People are
trying to kill me
Banewreaker - Jacqueline Carey 2005-08
Hated by humans who believe him to be
responsible for a war between the gods, the
proud Satoris orders former mortal soldier
Tanaros Blacksword to prevent an unfavorable
prophecy from being fulfilled by capturing the
Lady of the Ellylon and thwarting her alliance
with the High King of Men. By the author of
Kushiel's Avatar. Reprint.
Naamah's Kiss - Jacqueline Carey 2009-06-24
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The great granddaughter of Alais the Wise, child
of the Maghuin Donn, and a cousin of the
Cruarch of Alba, Moirin learns her father was a
D'Angeline priest dedicated to serving Naamah,
goddess of desire. Once there were great
magicians born to the Maghuin Dhonn; the folk
of the Brown Bear, the oldest tribe in Alba. But
generations ago, the greatest of them all broke a
sacred oath sworn in the name of all his people.
Now, only small gifts remain to them. Through
her lineage, Moirin possesses such gifts - the
ability to summon the twilight and conceal
herself, and the skill to coax plants to grow.
Moirin has a secret, too. From childhood
onward, she senses the presence of unfamiliar
gods in her life; the bright lady, and the man
with a seedling cupped in his palm. Raised in the
wilderness by her reclusive mother, it isn't until
she comes of age that Moirin learns how
illustrious, if mixed, her heritage is. After Moirin
undergoes the rites of adulthood, she finds
divine acceptance...on the condition that she
fulfill an unknown destiny that lies somewhere
beyond the ocean. Or perhaps oceans. Beyond
Terre d'Ange where she finds her father, in the
far reaches of distant Ch'in, Moirin's skills are a
true gift when facing the vengeful plans of an
ambitious mage, a noble warrior princess
desperate to save her father's throne, and the
spirit of a celestial dragon.
Best Modern Christmas Songs - Hal Leonard
Corp. 2021-08-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). This collection
features over 20 popular modern Christmas
songs by today's top artists arranged for piano
and voice with guitar chord frames. Includes:
Christmas Lights (Coldplay) * Christmas Saves
the Year (Twenty One Pilots) * Christmas Tree
Farm (Taylor Swift) * Cozy Little Christmas
(Katy Perry) * Everyday Is Christmas (Sia) *
Glittery (Kacey Musgraves) * Hallelujah (Carrie
Underwood & John Legend) * He Shall Reign
Forevermore (Chris Tomlin) * I Need You
Christmas (Jonas Brothers) * Light of the World
(Lauren Daigle) * Mistletoe (Justin Bieber) *
Santa Tell Me (Ariana Grande) * Underneath the
Tree (Kelly Clarkson) * and more.
My Calamity Jane - Cynthia Hand 2020-06-02
Hold on to your hats: The authors who brought
you the New York Times bestseller My Plain
Jane, which Booklist praised as “delightfully

deadpan” (starred review) and Publishers
Weekly called “a clever, romantic farce” (starred
review), are back with another irreverent
historical adventure. Welcome to 1876 America,
a place bursting with gunslingers, outlaws, and
garou—better known as werewolves. And where
there are garou, there’re hunters: the one and
only Calamity Jane, to be precise, along with her
fellow stars of Wild Bill’s Traveling Show, Annie
Oakley and Frank “the Pistol Prince” Butler.
After a garou hunt goes south and Jane finds a
suspicious-like bite on her arm, she turns tail for
Deadwood, where there’s talk of a garou cure.
But rumors can be deceiving—meaning the gang
better hightail it after her before they’re a day
late and a Jane short. In this perfect next read
for fans of A Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and
Virtue, bestselling authors Cynthia Hand, Jodi
Meadows, and Brodi Ashton bring their
signature spark to the side-splittin’, whopperfilled (but actually kind of factual?) tale of
Calamity Jane.
Dead Men's Boots - Mike Carey 2018-05-22
Author of The Girl With All the Gifts Mike Carey
presents the third book in his hip supernatural
thriller series featuring freelance exorcist Felix
Castor. You might think that helping a friend's
widow to stop a lawyer from stealing her
husband's corpse would be the strangest thing
on your To Do list. But life is rarely that simple
for Felix Castor. A brutal murder in the heart of
London bears all the hallmarks of a long-dead
American serial killer, and it takes more good
sense than Castor possesses not to get involved.
He's also fighting a legal battle over the body - if
not the soul - of his possessed friend, Rafi, and
can't shake the feeling that his three problems
might be related. With the help of the succubus
Juliet and paranoid zombie data-fence Nicky
Heath, Castor just might have a chance of fitting
the pieces together before someone drops him
down an elevator shaft or rips his throat out. Or
not.... The Felix Castor NovelsThe Devil You
KnowVicious CircleDead Men's BootsThicker
than WaterThe Naming of the Beasts By the
same author, writing as M. R. Carey: The Girl
With All the Gifts Fellside The Boy on the Bridge
The Meaning of Mariah Carey - Mariah Carey
2020-09-29
The global icon, award-winning singer,
songwriter, producer, actress, mother, daughter,
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sister, storyteller and artist finally tells the
unfiltered story of her life in The Meaning of
Mariah Carey. It took me a lifetime to have the
courage and the clarity to write my memoir. I
want to tell the story of the moments – the ups
and downs, the triumphs and traumas, the
debacles and the dreams – that contributed to
the person I am today. Though there have been
countless stories about me throughout my career
and very public personal life, it’s been
impossible to communicate the complexities and
depths of my experience in any single magazine
article or a ten-minute television interview. And
even then, my words were filtered through
someone else’s lens, largely satisfying someone
else’s assignment to define me. This book is
composed of my memories, my mishaps, my
struggles, my survival and my songs. Unfiltered.
I went deep into my childhood and gave the
scared little girl inside of me a big voice. I let the
abandoned and ambitious adolescent have her
say, and the betrayed and triumphant woman I
became tell her side. Writing this memoir was
incredibly hard, humbling and healing. My
sincere hope is that you are moved to a new
understanding, not only about me, but also
about the resilience of the human spirit. Love,
Mariah
Final Gifts - Maggie Callanan 2012-02-14
In this moving and compassionate classic—now
updated with new material from the
authors—hospice nurses Maggie Callanan and
Patricia Kelley share their intimate experiences
with patients at the end of life, drawn from more

than twenty years’ experience tending the
terminally ill. Through their stories we come to
appreciate the near-miraculous ways in which
the dying communicate their needs, reveal their
feelings, and even choreograph their own final
moments; we also discover the gifts—of wisdom,
faith, and love—that the dying leave for the
living to share. Filled with practical advice on
responding to the requests of the dying and
helping them prepare emotionally and spiritually
for death, Final Gifts shows how we can help the
dying person live fully to the very end.
Mariah Carey - Chris Nickson 1995-05-15
Telling the Cinderella story of her broken, biracial home and incredible rise to fame by the
age of twenty-one, a biography of Mariah Carey
reveals her hard work, persistence, and
astounding five-octave range. Original.
Lucifer Book One - Mike Carey 2013-06-04
Cast out of Heaven, thrown down to rule in Hell,
Lucifer Morningstar has resigned his post and
abandoned his kingdom for the mortal city of Los
Angles. Emerging from the pages of writer Neil
Gaiman's award-winning series The Sandman,
the former Lord of Hell is now enjoying a quiet
retirement as the propretor of Lux, L.A.'s most
elite piano bar. But now an assignment from the
Creator Himself is going to change all that. If
Lucifer agrees to do Heaven's dirty work, he can
name his own price--but both the task and
reward are more than they seem. Thrown into a
position of great threat and ultimate
opportunity, Lucifer knows that threading a path
through this maze will require the harshest of
sacrifices.
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